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28>Claims. (Cl. 128-290) 

vThis invention relates to an absorbent product and 
more particularly to an absorbent ?brous body containing 
short, absorbent cellulosic ‘?bers which may be used as an 
absorbent component in sanitary napkins and similar 
products for absorbing body ?uids. 

Short absorbent cellulosic ?bers, such as comminuted 
Wood pulp ?bers and cotton linters Whose lengths are in 
the region of about two mm. are low in cost and readily 
available. They are particularly suitable for use as ab 
sorbent components in numerous absorbent articles in the 
form of thick bats or plies because such bats have high 
bulk and volume, and rapidly absorb ?uids. However, 
bats of such ?bers are unstable, due mainly to the short 
ness of ?ber length. They are tenuous and have low co 
hesive and tensile strength, do not retain their shape and 
volume when compressed or moistened, and have low 
capillary attraction and low ?uid retentivity. When a bat 
of ‘such ?bers is saturated with ?uid, it mats, becomes 
distorted and falls apart readily. When incorporated into 
an absorbent article, such as a sanitary napkin, it has 
been common practice to include with such bats other 
components,.such as gauze, paper, or high bulk wadding, 
to impart to the napkin form and structural stability and 
desired ?uid ?ow and fluid absorbency characteristics. A 
sanitary napkin without these additional components 
lacked form and structural stability and distorted readily 
in use ‘upon the absorption of ?uid. 
The ?uid absorption and ?uid ?ow characteristics of 

bats of wood pulp ‘?bers and like short absorbent cellu 
losic ?bers, while suitable in some respects are unsatis 
factory in others. When ?uid is applied to the surface 
of a bat of such ?bers, it penetrates the bat rapidly and 
strikes through to the bottom surface. The ?uid absorbed 
remains essentially con?ned in the part of the bat directly 
under the area of application; i.e. it is not distributed 
laterally through the bat to any appreciable extent. Due 
to the low capillarity of the bat, it becomes quickly satu 
rated with ?uid in ‘the region of application and its full 
absorbent capacity is not utilized. When a plurality of 
such bats is used, the bats still have poor ?uid ?ow and 
?uid absorbency characteristics and, in elfect, act as a 
single bat. 

Attempts to overcome the problems noted above have 
included incorporating spacing elements and separate ele 
ments of paper and the like having elongated compressed 
areas on their surfaces to form channeling areas to aid 
in the ‘distribution of ?uid. However, in addition to in 
creasing the costs of manufacture of such napkins, the 
inclusion of such elements still required additional com 
ponents to provide form and structural stability and to 
obtain ?uid penetration and absorbency laterally of the 
napkin. The bats still possessed their inherent disad 
vantages and their full potential had not been utilized. 

v'In accordance with this invention, absorbent products, 
such as ‘sanitary napkins, having as components thereof 
normally unstable ?brous bats containing a major por 
tion of short, ‘absorbent cellulosic ?bers, such as com 
minuted wood pulp ?bers, are provided with form and 
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structural stability and improved ?uid ?ow and ?uid 
absorbency characteristics by incorporating therein a plu 
rality ‘of such bats which have been stabilized longi 
tudinally and, in the preferred form of the invention, 
transversely and longitudinally and which are so con 
structed and arranged as to provide for transmission of 
absorbed ?uid from one bat to an adjacent bat. The 
absorbent products of the invention, as contrasted to like 
products which do not have incorporated therein the novel 
features ‘of the invention, have increased capillarity, in 

, creased ?uid retentivity and increased cohesive strength. 
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The invention contemplates a sanitary napkin consist 
ing mainly of a cover and an absorbent core containing 
short, absorbent cellulosic ?bers in the form of a plurality 
of layers or plies provided with zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, cohered ?bers to direct absorbed ?uid length 
wise through the core and to impart longitudinal sta 
bility to the core. Such a sanitary napkin may include 
a ply or plies with zones of similar form and effect ex 
tending transversely of the plies, the zones of the respec 
tive plies cooperating to absorb ?uid and to transmit the 
?uid from one ply to an adjacent ply whereby the ab 
sorbing elfectiveness of the plies will be more fully 
utilized. 
The invention also includes an absorbent core having 

zones of compacted and densi?ed ?bers and zones of 
uncompacted and undensi?ed ?bers arranged to de?ne 
and limit the extent of absorption of ?uid by the core. 
The invention further includes an absorbent core having 
at least two plies of short, absorbent, cellulosic ?bers 
which plies have zones of compacted and densi?ed ?bers 
having high cohesive strength, capillarity and ?uid re 
tentivity and zones of uncompacted and undensi?ed rela 
tively non-coherent ?bers of relatively low capillarity and 
?uid retentivity, the zones of uncompacted and undensi 
?ed ?bers being contiguous, but preferably in face-to 
face contact, whereby ?uid may be transferred from one 
ply to-an adjacent ply through such zones. 
The term “contiguous” zones includes zones which con 

tact each other and also zones which are near or adjacent 
each other and which may be brought into operative re 
lationship through the use of other components which 
permit transmission of ?uid in the desired manner. 

Reference is made to the accompanying drawings and 
the following description, wherein for illustrative pur 
poses, the invention is described in connection with a sani 
tary napkin. It is to be understood, however, that the 
invention is not to be so limited and may be utilized in 
other products of similar function. 

In the drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of an integral web of absorbent 

?bers from which an absorbent core of the invention 
may be formed, illustrating different sections of the web 
provided with zones of compacted and densi?ed, cohered 
?bersv and zones of uncompacted and undensi?ed, non 
cohered ?bers; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional view of Fig. .1 along lines 
2—2; 

Fig. 3 is 
lines 3-3; 

Fig. 4 is .an enlarged sectional view of Fig. .1 along 
lines 4—4; 

Fig. 5 is a magni?ed view illustrating in more detail 
the ?ber form and arrangement of compacted and densi 
?ed ?brous zones and uncompacted and undensi?ed zones 
through certain parts of the web; ‘ 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view in the preferred form of 
web from which the absorbent core of the invention may 
be formed, illustrating the build-up of certain areas there 
on; ‘ 

Fig. 7 is a‘perspective view of a sanitary napkin incor 

an enlarged sectional view of Fig. 1 along 
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porating the absorbent core of the invention, cut away 
to reveal its interior construction; 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged section of the napkin of Fig. 7 
along lines 7-—7,"and inverted; ’ ' 

. Fig. 9 is a view of Fig. Sill-ustrating the form the nap 
kin of Fig. 7 assumes when it is being worn in the pre 
ferred position; ' I 

. Fig. 10 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the folded 
edge portion of the core formed by folding the webs of 
Figs. 1 and ,6; 

Fig. 11 is an enlarged view of a portion of the core 
illustrating the arrangement of the respective plies; 

. Fig. 12 is 1a plan view of a variation of the left panel 
portion of the web of Figs. 1 and 6; ' > 

. Fig. 13 is a vertical section of Fig. 12 along lines 

10-'—10. 
Fig. 14 is still another variation of the left panel por 

tion of the web of Figs. 1 and 6; and 
Fig. '15 is a still further variation. 7 
Referring ‘to Fig. 1 of the drawings, there is shown 

a thick rectangular-shaped web or bat 10 of short ab 
sorbent, cellulosic ?brous materia , such as comminuted 
wood pulp ?bers, cotton linters ‘and the like, from which 
an absorbent core embodying the invention may be 
formed. The absorbent core is formed by folding the 
web longitudinally to form three superposed substantially 
co-extensive plies. By way of example, if it is desired 
to form an absorbent core 6.8 centimeters wide and 19.5 
centimeters long for use in a sanitary napkin, the web 
would be about three times as wide as the desired width 
of the core, i.e. about 20 centimeters wide, and of the 
same length as the length of the core. Web 10 is divided 
into three parts or panels; a left panel 12, a center panel 
14 and a right panel 16. The left panel includes the area 
of the web from its left side edge to fold line x—x; the 
center panel includes the area of the web between fold 
lines x—x and fold lines y-y; and the right panel includes 
the area of the web from fold line y—-y to the right side 
edge of the web. 
The absorbent core is-formed from the web by ?rst 

folding the left panel ‘along fold lines x—x over on top 
of the center panel and then folding the'right panel along 
lines y-—y over the top of the folded left panel thereby 
forming three superposed plies with the left panel posi 
tioned in the center. The resulting folded web provides a 
core which has the form illustrated in Fig. 7, inverted. 
The left' and center panels are approximately the same 
width and the right panel made slightly wider to allow for 
the extra width needed to fold the right panel over both 
the left and center panels. ' ' 
A simple folded conventional web of short, absorbent, 

cellulosic ?bers of the type described above in connec 
tion with Fig. 1 is tenuous and difficult to handle. Fur 
ther an absorbent core formed from such a web possesses 
essentially ‘all the inherent disadvantages of the web in 
cluding lack of form and structural stability, poor capil 
larity and low tensile strength. In such form, its use in 
an absorbent product is limited and its use as the prin 
cipal absorbent component in a sanitary napkin would 
be unacceptable. . ~ 7 

To provide the absorbent core with the necessary 
properties of strength, form and structural stability, di 
mensional stability, high capillarity and ?uid absorbency, 
the center panel 14 of the web is provided with a series 
of spaced longitudinally extending porous zones 18 in 
the form of rectangular bands of compacted and densi 
?red, cohered ?bers. The compacted and densi?ed zones 
may be continuous and extend the entire length of the 
panel, as shown, although this is not essential. Prefer 
ably, the series of longitudinally extending densi?ed zones 
of ?bers does, not ‘extend across the entirewidth of the 
panel, thereby leaving‘on each side zones 20 of relatively 
uncorn‘pa’cted, uncompressed ?bers. " ' ’ 

Referring to Fig. 5, the longitudinally extending zones 
18 of compacted‘ and densi?ed ?bers‘ preferably do not 
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extend through the web thickness; however, they may 
do so. The ?bers in these zones, because of their com 
pactness and density, have high capillarity and high ?uid 
retentivity. The zones are su?iciently porous to permit 
fluid to be absorbed readily and to spread longitudinally 
in the direction of the zones. The zones 22 between 
the zones 18 of compacted and densi?ed ?bers consist of 
relatively uncompacted, non-coherent ?bers. The zones 
24 below the longitudinally extending zones may also be 
compacted and densi?ed and have relatively high capil-e 
larity and ?uid retentivity. Preferably, however, zones 24 
below are less densi?ed ‘and have less capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity than zones 18. In the latter form, there is 

‘ a transition in web characteristics through the web with 
regard to ?ber density, coherency, capillarity and the like. 

Again referring to Fig. 5, zones 18 in the web provide / 
strength, form and structural stability to the web because 

' of the compaction and densi?cation, and coherency of 
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the ?bers therein. They are su?‘iciently porous, while 
still. integrated, to permit absorption and penetration of 
?uid. The ?bers in zones 22 and in zones 24 are relatively 
less dense, uncompactedand more porous, but have less 
capillarity. There is thus provided in the center panel 
longitudinally extending densi?ed zones of compacted 
cohered ?bers in part of the panel ‘and adjacent zones of 
relatively uncompacted, non-cohered ?bers. ' 
The longitudinally extending zones 18 of compacted 

and densi?ed cohered ?bers impart longitudinal form and 
structural stability to the absorbent core and aid in in 
tegratingthe web structurally in this direction. In addi 
tion thereto, they impart desired ?uid absorbency and 
?uid ?ow characteristics to the core. The zones possess 
high capillarity and high ?uid retentivity withthe result 
that ?uid impinged thereon will be distributed longitudi 
nally of the web along the zones. When these zones 
become saturated with ?uid, the excess ?uid will spread 
to the adjacent relatively more porous zones 22, and in 
one form of the invention to zones 24, of relatively un 
compacted, undensi?ed, non-cohered ?bers. These parts 
of the Web act, in effect, as reservoirs for ?uid. 

Preferably, the side edge portions 20 of the center panel 
between the end longitudinally extending densi?ed zones 

' and the fold lines x—-x ‘and y--y are not formed with 
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compacted and densi?ed zones. In consequence, these 
parts of-the panel are relatively bulky and of high volume. 
In this form they have low capillarity, and ?uid reaching 
the longitudinally extending densi?ed zones 18 will not 
tend to pass into these side portions but instead will tend 
to be transmitted mainly longitudinally in the. direction 
of the longitudinally extending densi?ed zones, thus mini 
mizing side spread of ?uid and maintaining the side edges 
of the panel in a'relatively dry condition. 

. As noted above, longitudinal strength, form and struc 
tural stabilityis imparted to the absorbent core by the 
longitudinally extending zones of densi?ed cohered ?bers. 
The core thus resists deformation in the longitudinal 
direction. Transverse form ‘and structural stability may 
be provided by forming, by way of example, the left 
panel with transversely extending spaced zones 26 of 
compacted and densi?ed; cohered ?bers like those extend 
ing longitudinallyonrthe center panel. They are prefer 
ably somewhat denser thanthe longitudinally extending 
zones in the center panel and desirably extend through 
the panel in these regions. Zones‘ 26 have characteristics 
similar ‘to those in the zones 18 extending longitudinally 
on. the center panel with regard to compactedness, co 
herency, tensile strength, good shape and structural sta 
bility and’ high capillarity and ?uid ‘absorbency and re 
tentivity. The‘ zones 28 on the left panel between the 
densi?ed'zones 26 are similar to the zon‘es‘22 in the cen 
ter panel as’ described in connection'with "Fig. 5. The 
?bers in these zones are‘relatively uncompacted, undensi 
?ed, non-coherent and of low capillarity. Preferably, the 
transversely extending densi?ed zones 26" on the left 
panel’ do not extend to ‘the side'edges of the panel, but 
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terminate short thereof. This arrangement also mini 
mizes ‘the ‘spread 'of absorbed ?uid to theside edges of the 
panel. 1 ' ' ' 

In one suitable form of a sanitary napkin in accordance 
with the invention, the transversely extending densi?ed 
zones 26 on the left panel are in the form of elongated 
rectangles of appreciable length positioned in the ‘center 
of the panel. In addition thereto, similar, but consid 
erably shorter, rectangular offset zones 30v are alternately 
positioned in the spaces between the centrally positioned 
densi?ed zones and at the ends thereof. Zones 30, which 
have the physical characteristics of transversely extend 
ing zones 26, act as a further barrier to the flow of ?uid 
to the'side edges of the panel. 
The right panel 16 does not have densi?ed zones and 

has essentiallythe characteristics of the Web as it is formed 
from the comminuted Wood pulp ?bers. Its principal 
purpose is to provide the desired thickness and bulk to 
the absorbent core to aid in integrating the-structure and 
to absorb any ?uid which may penetrate the center panel. 
A suitable absorbent core embodying the invention for 

use in a sanitary napkin may be made from the web of 
Fig. 1 vby comminuting sheet Wood pulp in a mill to 
individualize the ?bers, laying the ?bers in the form of 
a thick bat 20 centimeters wide to a bulk density of about 
0.031 gram per cc. and weighing 0.032 gram per square 
centimeter, and then spraying the surfaces of the web 
parts described above, speci?cally, the left and center 
panels, with about 0.003 ccs. of water per square centi 
meter of web surface. The amount of moisture applied 
to the surface of the Web may be varied, but it is su?i~ 
cient to insure the formation of coherent bonds. such as 
hydrate bonds, between the cellulosic ?bers in the zones 
desired upon the application of pressure. 

Preferably, the left panel is formed with transversely 
extending zones of densi?ed, cohered ?bers which extend. 
substantially through the entire thicknessof the left panel, 
thereby imparting somewhat greater transverse strength 
to the left panel. As a consequence, the bottom surface 
of the left panel may have transversely extending corru 
gations 32 almost as distinctly de?ned as those formed on 
the top portion ‘of the panel. This may be obtained by 
applying greater amounts of pressure to the left panel. 
The amounts of moisture and pressure may be suitably 
varied over a wide range as is known to provide trans 
versely extending zones which have the desired properties 
in varying degrees, of porosity, high tensile strength, co 
herency, high capillarity, and the like. 

Directly after the web is moistened, it is passed be 
neath compressing rollers having a peripheral form suit 
able to provide the densi?ed zones of the desired shape 
on the left and center panels and compressed with sul? 
cient pressure to form the coherent compacted and densi 
?ed zones. 

The center panel, which is approximately 6.8 centi 
meters Wide, may be provided with eight, nine, or even 
more longitudinally extending densi?edzones 18 centrally 
positioned in the center panel, and being about 2 milli 
meters wide and spaced about 2.7 millimeters apart, 
thereby extending over a Width of about 40 millimeters. 
The left panel having about the same width as the center 
panel, is provided with centrally positioned transversely 
extending densi?ed zones 26 39 millimeters long, 3.5 
millimeters wide and spaced 3.5 millimeters. 
The combination of moisture and pressure on the se 

lected portions of the web results in the formation of 
the porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, cohered 
?bers. The remaining portions of the web not contacted 
by the moisture and not compressed by the compression 
rollers remains relatively uncompacted, undensi?ed .and 
non-coherent. In the center panel some embossing 34 
may be obtained on the surface of the panel opposite 
that to which moisture and compression is applied, and 
in the interior of the web, due to the compressing-eifect 
exerted upon’these parts of the web by the compressing 
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roller. -In‘the left panel, it is 
that the zones of densi?ed ?bers extend through the 
panel. The web may then be folded along the fold lines 
of Fig. 1 to form the absorbent core in the manner de 
scribed above, and enclosed within a cover or wrapper 
of suitable form. 
The amount of moisture which may be applied to? the 

web may vary, as for example, from about 0.002 to about 
0.02 ccs. per square centimeter of web surface. When 
greater amounts of moisture are applied to the surface of 
the 'Web, the moisture will penetrate deeper into the in 
terior of the web. Consequently, when the moistened 
web is subjected to compression, somewhat denser zones 
of compacted cohered ?bers will form. The amount of 
compression applied may also be suitably varied over a 
range as, for example, from about 10 to about 50 pounds 
per square inch. The amounts of moisture and compres 
sion applied are controlled on the basis of web thickness 
and density to provide porous, densi?ed, coherent ?brous 
zones of high capillarity while simultaneously leaving 
the adjacent ?brous areas relatively Vuncompacted and 
non-coherent. Su?icient amounts of moisture and pres 
sure are applied so that adjacent ?bers in the moistened, 
compressed zones will be coherent, thereby integrating 
the ?bers in the zones, and the absorbent core. ' 

In Fig. 6, there is illustrated a web 36 of ?bers from 

preferred, as noted above, 

which an absorbent core embodying a preferred aspect 
of the invention is made. The web is basically similar 
to that illustrated in Fig. l and has a left panel 12a, 
center panel 14a and ‘right panel 16a. In addition there 
to, the center panel 14a and the right panel 16a are 
provided with increased thickness on their center por 
tions by adding plies 38 and 40, respectively, of absorb 
ent ?brous material, to increase the bulk and volume of 
the absorbent core. The built up areas on the center 
and right panels may be formed integrally with the 
remainder of the Web at the same time, or alternatively, 
may be formed as separate webs and then placed upon 
the panels. 
A suitable web incorporating the features illustrated in 

Fig. 6 may ‘be formed by ?rst providing a base Web by 
comminuting sheet wood pulp and laying the individu 
alized ?bers as a bat having the desired dimensionssuch 
as that described above in connection with Fig. 1 and 
weighing 0.020 gram per square cm. and having a bulk 
density of 0.031 gram per cubic centimeter. The addi 
tional ply 38 of absorbent ?bers about 42 millimeters 
wide and of the same length as the length of the web is 
placed centrally upon the center panel 14a of the web. 
The ply may be of any suitable Weight and bulk density 
and preferably weighs about 0.028 gram per square cm. 
The second ply 40 is placed centrally on the right panel 
16a. This ply may also have substantially the Weight 
and size of that placed on the center panel; preferably, 
it weighs about 0.020 gram per square centimeter. The 
left and center panels of the web are then sprayed with 
moisture. Preferably, the left panel is sprayed with .less 
moisture than the right panel. By way of example, the 
left panel may be sprayed with 0.0012 ccs. of water per 
square centimeter of surface area and the center panel 
with 0.0045 ccs. of water per square centimeter of sur 
face area. After the web panels have been sprayed with 
moisture, the web is then compressed by passing through 
compressing rollers having peripheral surfaces of suitable 
form to provide the longitudinally extending densi?ed 
zones 18a and undensi?ed zones 22a on the center panel, 
and the transversely extending densi?ed zones 26a and 
undensi?ed zones 28a, and the shorter, rectangular offset 
zones 30a, on the left panel. ‘ 

In Fig. 11 there is illustrated the manner in which 
the superposed plies formed by folding the webs of Fig. 
1 and Fig. 6 cooperate with each other to, enable ?uid 
absorbed by one ply to be transmitted to an adjacent 
ply. As illustrated in Fig. 11, and referring to Fig. 6, 
the longitudinally extending densi?ed zones 18a on the 
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center‘panel'ar'e depressed below the top surface o'f'th'e’ 
paneLfQ'Ihetransversely extending densi?ed zones 26a 
and the'oifset zones 30a on the left 'panel', are similarly 
depressed. The ‘zones, 122a and 28a on the respective 
panels between the depressed densi?ed zones are rela 
tively uncompacted and undensi?ed. 
When the plies are superposed, the zones of undensi 

?ed ?bers intersect and contact each other at their points 
of intersection. Due to their uncompacted, undensi?ed 
structure the zones are highly porous to ?uid. Accord 
ingly, when the center panel 14a, or a region thereof, 
becomessaturated with ?uid, the excess ?uid will be 
transferred from the center'panel to the left panel 12a 
throughthe uncompressed, undensi?ed zones 22a on the 
center panel to the contiguous uncompressed zones 28a 
on theleft panel. Transferrence of excess ?uid from 
the center panel to the left panel through these zones 
is 'rapidgand hence over-saturation of the center panel 
is minimized. As the excess ?uid enters the left panel 
through its zones of uncompacted and undensi?ed ?bers, 
it is drawn into the transversely extending densi?ed zones 
26a and the offset zones 30a whereupon, because of the 
high capillarity of these zones, the ?uid is spread trans 
versely of the left panel. . In this manner, the absorbing 
effectiveness of the left panel is utilized. 
The contiguous zones of uncompacted, undensi?ed 

?bers .on the left and center panels may be arranged in 
any suitable manner whereby ?uid will be transferred 
from the center to the left panel. If desired, a web 
of ?uid permeable material, such as a thin, porous web 
of absorbent ?bers, may be interposed between the left 
and center panels. 'In this form of the invention one 
side of the web would contact the uncompressed zones 
28a on the left panel and the other side the uncom 
pressed. zones 22a on the center panel, thereby providing 
for transmission of ?uid from the zones of uncompacted 
?bers on one panel through the Web to the zones of un 
compacted ?bers on the other panel. Other suitable 
arrangements involving the inclusion of separate or addi 
tional elements between the panels may be, employedv 
while still retaining the desired ?uid, transmission 
features of the invention. . 
A sanitary napkin 42 incorporating the absorbent core 

of the invention and illustrated in Figs. 7~9 exempli?es 
the manner in which the arrangement of the compacted 
and densi?ed, cohered ?ber zones and the uncompacted 
and undensi?ed, non-coherent zones in the various plies 
cooperate to provide the necessary form and structural 
‘stability to the sanitary ,napkinwhile also providing the 
desired ?uid ?ow and ?uid absorbency characteristics. 
The absorbent core portion of the napkinmay be formed 
by folding the Web of Fig. l or Fig. 6 in the manner 
described above. Referring to Fig. 6, after folding, the’ 
ends of the folded web may be cut, if desired, along the 
dotted lines 44 in an arcuate shape to form rounded 
ends on the absorbent core; The absorbent core so 
formed is enclosed within an outer cover or wrapper 46 
of any suitable material, such as appermeable woven or 
non-woven fabric, having ends48 extending beyond the 
ends of the absorbent core for attaching the napkin in 
position on the body of the wearer. V 

Preferably, the napkin incorporating the absorbent’ 
core formed from the folded Web of Fig. 6 is placed in 
position on the body in a position inverted from that 
illustrated in Fig. 77 and in the manner illustrated in 
Figs. 8 and 9 so that the surface 50 of the center panel 
opposite the side having the longitudinally extending den-V 
si?ed zones is placed against the body. 7 In this manner 
ofplacement a surface area of relatively soft, highly 
porous, loosely compacted, ?bers will be adjacent the 
body and provide comfort. “However, the napkin, may 
be worn in a reversed position. ' ' ' ' V ' 

7 When ?uid contacts surface 50' of the napkin, it rapidly 
penetrates the center panel into the interior of the absorg 
bent core due to the uncompacted, highly porous nature 
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of the' surface ?bers. " Only a small stain “ pattern is’ 
formed on the surface ’of the napkin and lateral distribu-‘ 
tion of the ?uid over the surface of the napkin is mini 
mized. ;As the ?uid penetrates through the loosely un 
compacted surface ?bers, it contacts the inner portion of 
the center panel having the longitudinally extending zones 
18a of densi?ed ?bers of high capil'larity whereupon the 
?uid is directed along the length ‘of the absorbent core 
in the direction oflthe longitudinally extending densi?ed 
zones. When the longitudinally extending densi?ed zones 
become saturated with ?uid, the ?uid spreads into the ad-. 
jacent zones 22a of relatively uncompacted ?bers between 
the densi?ed zones 18a. These zones are relatively un 
compacted and have low capillarity and because of their 
high bulk and volume can store large amounts of ?uid. 
If a zone of densi?ed ?bers adjacent the zone of undensi 
?ed ?bers is dry and has not been moistened with ?uid, 
the ?uid will be drawn by the dry zone of densi?ed ?bers: 
from the moistened zone of undensi?ed ?bers because 
the densi?ed zone has higher capillarity and’ then will 
be distributed longitudinally along the densi?ed zone. By 
this arrangement, the absorbency features of the center 
panel ‘are effectively utilized. . 
When the centerpanel or a region thereof becomes 

saturated with ?uid, excess ?uid is transferred to the left 
panel 12a, which is positioned directly below, primarily 
through the contiguous zones 22a and 28a of uncom 
pacted and undensi?ed ?bers whereupon it is transferred 
transversely in densi?ed zones in the left panel in a 
manner similar to that in which ?uid is transmitted 
longitudinally in the center panel. Further, as the trans 
versely extending densi?ed zones in the center panel be 
come saturated with ?uid, the intervening zones of un 
compacted, undensi?ed ?bers receive the excess ?uid and 
retain it. .It is thus seen that ?uid passing from the center 
panel ,to the left panel is distributed laterally in the left 
panel after passing through the center panel, to' utilize 
the absorbent effectiveness of the panel. Preferably, to 
prevent ?uid absorbed by the panel from reaching the 
side edges of the panel and contacting the body of the 
wearer, the transversely extending densi?ed zones termi 
nate short of the side edges of the panel. The areas be 
tween the ends of the transversely extending densi?ed 
zones and the side edges of the left panel consist of rela 
tively uncompacted, undensi?ed ?bers having low capil 
larity and high volume. Accordingly, when ?uid reaches 
the ends of the transversely extending‘ densi?ed zones, 
it will be restricted from spreading to these areas. 
Transverse and longitudinal form and structural stability 

and the desired ?uid ?ow characteristics may be imparted 
to the absorbent core of the invention through the use of 
zones of compacted and densi?ed ?bers and zones of un 
compacted, undensi?ed ?bers of various forms. In Fig. 
12, compacted and densi?ed zones in the form of spaced, 
slightly arcuate bands 52 are shown positioned in the 
center of the panel and terminate short of the side edges 
thereof' In this form, there is also provided a spaced 
pair of longitudinally extending densi?ed zones 54 on 
each side of the ends of the arcuate, transversely extend 
ing densi?ed zones. Zones 54 are spaced slightly from 
arcuate zones 52 to minimize spreading of ?uid passing 
beyond the ends of the arcuate zones and to transfer it 
longitudinally in the direction of the length of the panel, 
thereby preventing the ?uid from striking through to the 
sides ‘of the panel. 

In Fig. '14,‘ the transversely extending, densi?ed zones 
56 are in the form of ?at Us and in Fig. 15 the zones 
58 are sinuous. ' 
The variations illustrated in Figs. 14 and l5.do not 

disclose longitudinally extending densi?ed zones of the 
type shown in Fig. 12, but ‘may include 'such zones or, 
other suitablemodi?cations. The longitudinally, extend 
ing zoneson the center panel may also be similarly varied 
in form. I i 

- T The zones of uncompacted and undensi?ed ?bers be-' 
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tween the densi?ed zones 'ineach-of the ‘left panels of the 
foregoing examples are shaped similarly to the 'densi?ed 
zones and are contiguous in :part with the longitudinally 
extending zones of like characteristics on the center panel. 
By Way of example, there has been illustrated and 

described an absorbent core of the invention formed by 
folding an integral web having the respective panel por 
tions including the longitudinally and transversely extend 
ing uncompacted'and u'ndens'i?ed zones as in Figs. 1 and 
6. The formation of the absorbent core from an integral 
folded web has advantages and in some respects is pre— 
ferred; however, the invention contemplates absorbent 
cores made from superposed individual plies of absorbent 
material. With an integral folded web shifting of the 
plies is minimized and further core stability is obtained. 
This feature is ‘illustrated in Fig. 10 wherein there is 
shown a fold edge of the core formed by folding the plies 
on top of each other. The ?bers 60 in the web at the 
fold 62 integrate the absorbent core and hold together 
the respective superposed plies by forming a sidewall 64 
common to the plies. 
his to be understood that web forms other than those 

referred to above may be used, that the absorbent core 
of the invention may be formed from folded or ‘unfolded 
webs ‘having 'densi?ed zones of different con?gurations 
and arranged in di?erent laminar relationships, and that 
othernumerous variations and‘modi?cations may be made 
withtout'departing from the spirit-of the invention. 

It is also ‘to be understood that although the invention 
is particularly adapted to the making of highly absorbent 
cores from short, absorbent cellulosic ?bers such as com 
minuted wood pulp ?bers and cotton linters, the inven 
tion is ‘not limited ‘to cores of these short ?bers, but is 
applicable to the making of similar cores from other 
similar ?bers of different lengths. 
This invention is a continuation-impart of my cop'end 

'ing applications, Ser. No. 579,083, ?led April 18, 1956', 
and Ser. No. ‘587,015, ?led May 24, 1956. 
What isclaimed is: ’ 

‘1. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent core 
comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent ?brous 
plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one of'said 
plies ‘having longitudinally extending porous zones of 
compacted and ‘densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity and ‘intervening zones of 
loosely associated relativelyuncompacted ?bers having 
high volume, low capillarity and ?uid retentivity, another 
of said r-plies having porous zones "of compacted and 
densi?ed, coherent ?bers and intervening zones of loosely 
associated uncompacted ?bers extending transversely of 
said ply, at least ‘parts of said zones of ‘uncompacted 
?bers in said plies being contiguous, ‘whereby ?uid may 
be “transferred from oneply to the other ply. 

2. For’use in an absorbent product, an absorbent core 
comprising a plurality of superposed ‘absorbent ?brous 
plies containing comminuted wood pulp ?bers, one of 
said plies having longitudinally extending porous zones 
of compacted ‘and ‘densi?ed, ‘coherent ?bers having ‘high 
capillarity and ?uid “retentivity and intervening zones of 
loosely associated relatively uncompacted'?bers having 
high volume, low capillarity and ?uid retentivity, another 
of --said plies having porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, ‘coherent ?bers and intervening zones of loosely 
associated uncompacted ?bers v‘extending transversely of 
said ply, at least parts'eof said zones of uncompacted 
?bers in said plies :being contiguous, whereby ?uid may 
be transferred from ‘one ply to an adjacent ply. 

3. For ‘use vin-an absorbent vproduct, an absorbent core 
comprising a plurality ‘of superposed absorbent ?brous 
plies formed from a folded web containing absorbent, 
cellulosic ?bers, one of said plies having longitudinally 
extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, co 
heren't'?bers having high capillarity and ?uid ‘retentivity 
and intervening zones of loosely associated relatively 
uncompacted ?bers having'high volume, low capillarity 
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10 
and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies having porous 
zones of compacted ‘and ‘densi?ed, coherent ?bers and 
intervening zones of loosely associated uncompacted 
?bers extending transversely of said ply, at least parts 
of said zones of uncompacted ?bers in said plies being 
contiguous whereby ?uid may be transferred from one 
ply to the other ply. 

4. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent core 
comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent ?brous 
plies containing absorbent, cellulosic ?bers, one of said 
plies having longitudinally extending porous zones of 
compacted and densi?ed, ‘coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity and intervening zones of 
loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers having 
high volume, low capillarity and ?uid retentivity, another 
of said plies having porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, coherent ?bers and intervening zones of loosely 
associated uncompacted ?bers extending transversely of 
said ply, said zones of uncompacted ?bers in said plies 
intersecting each other and being contiguous at the inter 
sections whereby ?uid may be transferred from one ply 
to the other ply. 

5. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent core 
comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent ?brous 
plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one of said 
plies having longitudinally extending depressed porous 
zones of compacted and vdensi?ed, coherent ?bers ‘hav 
ing high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and intervening 
raised zones of loosely associated relatively uncompacted 
?bers having high volume, low capillarity and ?uid reten— 
tivit-y, another of said plies having depressed porous 
zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers and 
intervening raised zones of loosely associated ‘uncom 
pacted ?bers extending transversely-of said ply, at least 
parts of ‘said raised zones of uncompacted ?bers in said 
plies being contiguous whereby ?uid may be transferred 
from one ply to the adjacent ply. 

6. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent-core 
comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent ?brous 
plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one of said 
plies having longitudinally extending porous zones of 
compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity'and intervening zones of 
loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers having 
high volume, low capillarity and ?uid retentivity, an 
adjacent ply having porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, coherent ‘?bers and intervening zones of loosely 
associated uncompacted ?bers extending transversely of 
said ply, the compacted and densi?ed, transversely ex 
tendingzones on said adjacent ply terminating short of 
the side edges thereof, at least parts of said zones of un 
compacted ?bers in said plies being contiguous, whereby 
?uid may be transferred from one .ply to an‘adjacent ply. 

7. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent core 
comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent ?brous 
plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one of said 
plies having continuous, longitudinally extending porous 
zones ‘of. compacted and densi?ed, coherent, hydrate 
bonded cellulosic ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity and intervening zones of loosely associated 
relatively uncompacted ?bers having high volume, low 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity,’ an adjacent ,ply having 
porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent, 
hydrate-‘bonded cellulosic ?bers and intervening zones 
of loosely associated uncompacted ?bers extending trans 
versely of said ply, the compacted and densi?ed, trans 
versely extending zones on'said adjacent ply terminating 
short of the side edges ‘thereof, at least parts of said 
zones of uncompacted ?bers insaid plies ‘being con 
tiguous, whereby ?uid maybe transferred from one ply 
to'the adjacent ply. 

8. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and a 
cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality ‘of 
superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing absorbent 
cellulosic ?bers, :one of said plies having longitudinally 
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extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, co 
herent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity 
and intervening zones of loosely associated relatively 
uncompacted ?bers having high volume, low capillarity 
and ?uid retentivity, another ply having porous zones 
of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers and inter 
vening zones of loosely associated uncompacted ?bers 
extending transversely of said ply, at least parts of said 
zones of uncompacted ?bers in said plies being con 
tiguous whereby ?uid may be transferred from one ply to 
the other ply. 

9. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and a 
cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality of 
superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing absorbent 
cellulosic ?bers, an outer ply having longitudinally 
extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, co 
herent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity 
and intervening zones of loosely associated relatively 
uncompacted ?bers having high volume, low capillarity 
and ?uid retentivity, an adjacent inner ply having porous 
zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers and 
intervening zones of loosely associated uncompacted 
?bers extending transversely of said ply, at least part of 
said zones of uncompacted ?bers in said plies being 
contiguous, whereby ?uid may be transferred from the 
outer ply to the adjacent inner ply. 

10. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality of 
superposed absorbent ?brous plies formed from a folded 
web containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, an outer ply 
having continuous longitudinally extending porous zones 
of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity and intervening zones of 
loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers having 
high volume, low capillarity and ?uid retentivity, an 
adjacent inner ply having porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, coherent ?bers and intervening zones of loosely 
‘associated uncompacted ?bers extending transversely of 
said ply, at least part of said zones of uncompacted ?bers 
in said plies being contiguous, whereby ?uid may be 
transferred from the outer ply to the adjacent inner ply. 

11. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a‘ plurality of 
superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing comminuted 
wood pulp ?bers, an outer ply having continuous longi 
tudinally exending porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, hydrate-bonded cellulosic ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity and intervening zones 
of loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers having 
high volume, low capillarity and ?uid retentivity; an ad 
jacent inner ply having porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, hydrate-bonded cellulosic ?bers and interven 
ing zones of loosely associated uncompacted ?bers ex 
tending transversely of said ply, the compacted and 
densi?ed transversely extending zones on said adjacent 
inner ply terminating short of the side edges thereof, said 
zones of uncompacted ?bers in said plies intersecting 
each other and being contiguous at the intersections, 
whereby ?uid may be transferred from the outer ply to 
the adjacent inner ply. 

12. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality of 
superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing absorbent 
cellulosic ?bers, an outer ply having longitudinally ex 
tending idepressed porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity and intervening raised zones of loosely asso 
ciated relatively uncompacted ?bers having high volume, 
low capillarity and ?uid retentivity, an adjacent inner ply 
having depressed porous zones of compacted and densi- 
?ed,v coherent ?bers and intervening raised zones of 
loosely associated uncompacted ?bers extending trans 
versely of said ply, at least part of said zones of uncom 
pacted ?bers in said plies being contiguous, whereby ?uid 
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12 
may be transferred from the outer ply’to the adjacent 
innerply; " " ' r‘ , V. 

“13(‘A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality 
of superposed absorbent ?brous plies formed from a 
single web containing'comminuted wood ‘pulp ?bers, an 
outer ply having longitudinally extending depressed 
porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, hydrate 
bonded cellulosic ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity and intervening raised zones of loosely asso 
ciated relatively uncompacted ?bers having high vol 
ume, low ‘capillarity and ?uid retentivity, an adjacent 
inner ply having depressed porous zones of compacted 
and densi?ed, hydrate-bonded cellulosic ?bers vand inter; 
vening raised zones of loosely ‘associated uncompacted 
?bers extending transversely’ of said ply, the compacted 
and densi?ed transversely‘ extending 'zones on said ad 
jacent inner ply terminating short of the side edges there 
of, at least part of said zones of uncompacted ?bers in 
said plies being contiguous, whereby ?uid may be trans 
ferred from the outer ply to the adjacent inner ply, 

14. For use in an‘ absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one 
of said plies having a plurality of longitudinally extend 
ing porous zones of compacted andrdensi?ed, coherent 
?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and 
similarly extending zones of loosely associated relatively 
uncompacted ?bers having high volume and low capi1-_ 
larity and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies also 
having zones of compacted and ‘densi?ed, coherent ?bers 
having ‘high capillarity and ?uid retentivity extending 
transversely of said ply, said compacted and densi?ed 
?brous zones imparting form and structural stability to 
said core. ' _ 

15. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising a'plurality of’ superposed absorbent 
?brous plies containing absorbent cellulosic‘ ?bers, one 
of said plies having a plurality of spaced, longitudinally 
extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, co 
herent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity 
and intervening zones‘ of loosely associated relatively un-‘ 
compacted ?bers having high volume and low capillarity 
and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies also having 
zones of compacted'and densi?ed, coherentv ?bers having 
high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and intervening zones 
of loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers ex 
tending transversely of said ply, said compacted and 
densi?ed ?brous'zones imparting form and structural 
stability to said core. _ p , 

16. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one 
of said plies having a plurality of spaced, longitudinally 
extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, co 
herent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity 
and intervening zones of loosely associated relatively un 
compacted ?bers having high volume and low capillarity 
and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies also having 
zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having 
high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and intervening 'zones 
of loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers ex 
tending transversely of said ply, said transversely extend 
ing compacted and densi?ed zones terminating short of 
the side edges of said ply, said ply also having zones 
of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers offset from 
said transversely extending zones and at the ends thereof, 
said compacted and densi?ed ?brous zones imparting 
form and structural stability to said core. _ V 

17. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous ‘plies’ containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one 
of' said plies having a plurality of spaced, longitudinally 
extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, co~ 
herent'?bers having high capillarity‘and ?uid retentivity 
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and ‘intervening zones of loosely associated relatively 
uncompacted ?bers~having high' volume and vlow capil 
larity and ?uid retentivity, "another of said plies also 
having zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers 
having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and ‘inter 
vening zones of loosely associated relatively uncom 
pacted ?bers extending transversely of said ply, said 
transversely extending compacted and densi?ed zones 
terminating short of the side edges of said ply, said 
ply also having longitudinally extending porous zones 
of compacted and ‘densi?ed, coherent ?bers between, the 
ends of said transversely extending zones of compacted 
and densi?ed, coherent ?bers and the side edges of said 
ply, said compacted and densi?ed ?brous zones impart 
ing form and structural stability to said core. 

‘18. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent core 
comprising a ‘plurality of superposed absorbent ?brous 
plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one of said 
plies having a'plurali-ty of longitudinally extending porous 
zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent hydrate 
bonded cellulosic ‘?bers having ‘high capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity and intervening zones of loosely associated 
relatively uncompacted ?bers having high volume and low 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies also 
having zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent hy 
drate-bonded cellulosic ?bers having high capillarity and 
?uid retentivity extending transversely of said ply, said 
compacted and densi?ed ?brous zones imparting form and 
structural stability to said core. 

19. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one 
of said plies having a plurality of longitudinally extending 
porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers 
having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and similarly 
extending zones of loosely associated relatively uncom 
pacted ?bers having high volume and low capillarity and 
?uid retentivity, another of said plies also having zones 
of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity extending transversely of 
and through said ply, said compacted and densi?ed 
?brous zones imparting ‘form- and structural stability to 
said core. 

20. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one 
of said plies having a plurality of longitudinally extend 
ing porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent 
?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and 
similarly extending zones of loosely associated relatively 
uncompacted ?bers having high volume and low capillarity 
and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies also having 
zones of compacted and ‘densi?ed, coherent ?bers having 
high capillarity and ?uid retentivity extending trans 

»the side edges 
of said ply, said compacted and densi?ed ?brous zones 
imparting form and structural stability to said core. 

21. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one 
of said plies having a plurality of spaced, longitudinally 
extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, co 
herent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity 
and similarly extending zones of loosely associated rela 
tively uncompacted ?bers having high volume and low 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies 
also having zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent 
?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity ex 
tending transversely of said ply, said compacted and 
densi?ed ?brous zones terminating short of the side edges 
of said plies, the ?bers in the plies between the com 
pacted and densi?ed zones and the side edges or the 
plies being relatively loosely associated and uncompacted, 
said compacted and densi?ed ?brous zones imparting form 
and structural stability to said core. 
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14 
22. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 

core comprising a plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous plies formed ,from an integral folded web, said 
plies containing absorbent cellulosic ?bers, one of said 
plies having a plurality of spaced, elongated longitudinal 
ly extending porous zones of compacted and densi?ed, 
coherent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity 
and similarly extending zones of loosely associated rel-a 
tiv'ely uncompacted ?bers having high volume and ‘low 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity, another of said plies 
also having zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent 
?bers having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity ex 
tending transversely of said ply, said compacted and 
densi?ed ?brous zones imparting form and structural 
stability to said core. 

23. For use in an absorbent product, an absorbent 
core comprising ‘a, plurality of superposed absorbent 
?brous plies of comminuted ‘WOOd pulp ?bers, one of said 
plieshaving a plurality of longitudinally extending porous 
zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having 
high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and similarly extend 
ing zones of loosely associated relatively uncompacted 
?bers having high volume and low capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity, another of said plies also having zones of 
compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity extending transversely of 
said ply, said compacted and densi?ed ?brous zones im 
parting form and structural stability to said core. 

24. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality 
of superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing absorb 
ent cellulosic ?bers, an outer ply having a plurality of 
longitudinally extending porous zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity and similarly extending zones of loosely asso 
ciated relatively uncompacted ?bers having high volume 
and low capillarity and ?uid retentivity, an inner ply also 
having zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers 
having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity extending 
transversely of said ply, said compacted and densi?ed 
?brous zones imparting form and structural stability to 
said napkin. 

25. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality 
of superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing absorb 
ent cellulosic ?bers, an outer ply having on its inner side 
a plurality of longitudinally extending porous zones of 
compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity and similarly extending 
zones of loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers 
having high volume and low capillarity and ?uid reten 
tivity, an inner ply also having zones of compacted and 
densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity extending transversely of said ply, said com 
pacted and densi?ed ?brous zones imparting form and 
structural stability to said napkin. 

26. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality 
of superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing absorb 
ent cellulosic ?bers, an outer ply having on its inner side 
a plurality of longitudinally extending porous zones of 
compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity and similarly extending 
zones of loosely associated relatively uncompacted ?bers 
having high volume and low capillarity and ?uid reten 
tivity, an inner adjacent ply also having zones of com 
pacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having high capil~ 
larity and ?uid retentivity extending transversely of said 
ply, said transversely extending zones terminating short 
of the side edges of said ply, said compacted and den 
si?ed ?brous zones imparting ‘form and structural sta 
bility to said napkin. 

27. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality 
of superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing com 
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minuted wood pulp ?bers, an outer ply havingon‘its 
inner side a plurality of longitudinally extending porous 
zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers having 
high capillarity and ?uid retentivity and similarly ‘ex 
tending zones of loosely associated relatively uncompacted 
?bers having high volume and low capillarity and ?uid 
retentivity, an adjacent side on an adjacent inner ply also 
having Zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent ?bers 
having high capillarity and ?uid retentivity extending 
transversely of said ply, said compacted and densi?ed 
?brous Zones imparting form and structural stability to 
said napkin. 

28. A sanitary napkin having an absorbent core and 
a cover for said core, said core comprising a plurality 
of superposed absorbent ?brous plies containing com 
minuted Wood pulp ?bers, an outer ply having on its 
inner side a plurality of spaced, continuous, longitu 
dinally extending porous zones of compacted and densi 
?ed, coherent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid re 
tentivity and intervening zones of loosely associated rela 
tively uncompacted ?bers having high volume and low 
capillarity and ?uid retentivity, an adjacent side on an 
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4 inner ply also having zones of compacted and densi?ed; 
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coherent ?bers having high capillarity and ?uid reten 
tivity and intervening zones of loosely associatedtun 
compacted ?bers extending transversely of said_ ply, said 
transversely extending compacted and densi?ed' zones ter 
minating short of the side edges ‘of the ply, said ply 
also having zones of compacted and densi?ed, coherent 
?bers o?set from said transversely extending zones and 
atrthe ends thereof, said compacted and densi?ed ?brous 
zones imparting form and structural stability to said 
napkin. 
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